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Mighty Thor- 2016-05-31 When Dr. Jane Foster lifts the mystic hammer Mjolnir, she is transformed into the Goddess of Thunder, the Mighty Thor! Her enemies are
many, as Asgard descends further into chaos and unrest threatens to spread throughout the Ten Realms. Yet her greatest battle is against a far more personal foe: the
cancer that is killing her mortal form. When Loki steps back into Thor's life, will it ease her troubles or only add to her pain? It's time to find out whether the next
chapter in the twisting tale of the Trickster will be one of good or evil! There's no such question about Malekith, though, as he and his Dark Council continue to fan the
flames of a looming War of Realms! Jason Aaron continues his startling saga of the mighty Thor! COLLECTING: MIGHTY THOR 1-5

Marvel Masterworks: The Mighty Thor- 2017-10-24 Mythic in scope, legendary by renown, the adventures of the mighty Thor are amongst the greatest that comics
have ever seen. When writer Len Wein is joined by all-time great Thor artist Walter Simonson (not to mention John Buscema, an icon in his own right), there's no
question that what's in store are Marvel Masterworks! Odin has disappeared. Asgard needs its All-Father, so Thor, Balder, Lady Sif and the Warriors Three venture
across the vastness of space to find him. Their adventures will bring them into conflict with the Grey Gargoyle, the Enchantress and the Executioner, the Destroyer and, of course, Loki! Also featuring a team-up with the Guardians of the Galaxy against the deadly Korvac! COLLECTING: THOR (1966) 255-266, ANNUAL (1966) 6,
MARVEL PREVIEW (1975) 10

Mighty Thor Vol. 1- 2017-01-31 Dr. Jane Foster is the Goddess of Thunder -and it's killing her. Her enemies are many as Asgard descends further into chaos, and
unrest threatens to spread throughout the Ten Realms. Yet she wages her greatest battle against a far more personal foe: the cancer killing her mortal form. When Loki
steps back into Thor's life, will it ease her troubles or only add to her pain? There's no such question about Malekith as he continues to fan the fl ames of a looming War
of Realms - when he isn't wedding planning, that is! And as Asgard is torn apart, the skies will shake in one of the bloodiest battles of all time: It's Thor vs. Odin like
never before! COLLECTING: MIGHTY THOR 1-5

Thor by Walt Simonson- 2017-10-24 Few people have ever left their mark on one character quite the way Walter Simonson has. His work on The Mighty Thor swept
the Norse God of Thunder to heights never before seen and rarely achieved in his wake. Spanning epic tales of heroism and treachery, love and war, Simonson's work is
often considered the definitive Thor. From the majesty and mystery of fabled Asgard to the gritty streets of New York City, Thor was never the same. That is the mark
of a true visionary. This first volume begins the collection of Simonson's epic run - completely remastered from the original artwork and newly colored by Steve Oliff !
COLLECTING: THOR 337-345

Marvel Masterworks- 2015-02-24 The Marvel Masterworks proudly present the beginning of the greatest saga of myth and adventure to ever grace the comic book
page - the saga of the Mighty Thor! Vacationing in Norway, Dr. Donald Blake discovered a strange, gnarled cane. Upon striking it, a shower of lightning rained down
and the hobbled doctor found himself transformed into Thor, God of Thunder! In these pages you'll journey across the Rainbow Bridge to Asgard and meet Odin,
Heimdall, Balder, and Thor's half-brother Loki for the first time! In addition to Thor's epic battles, the ancient origins of Asgard are revealed in "Tales of Asgard" as
only Stan Lee and Jack Kirby could present them. They're Marvel Masterworks of the highest order! COLLECTING: Journey Into Mystery 83-100

Mighty Thor Vol. 4- 2018-01-30 Who is the new Ultimate Thor? The Ultimate Universe's Thor died defending the Multiverse, but his hammer remains. Who wields it
now? Ponder that question along with Jane Foster, the Mighty Thor, as she faces the Ultimate team-up! War is coming to the Ten Realms - and when the Queen of
Cinders sets them ablaze, even the combined might of not one, not two, but three Thors may not be enough to put out the fl ames! Meanwhile, Malekith's army grows
and the looming conflict reaches Asgard's doorstep! But even the fi re of Muspelheim pales beside the fury of the Ultimate Thor...and with his thunder comes his
vengeance! COLLECTING: MIGHTY THOR 20-23, THORS 4

Thor by J. Michael Straczynski Vol. 1-J. Michael Straczynski 2008-08-13 Thor is back! And in a story only J. Michael Straczynski could tell! Returned to the pantheon
of great Marvel heroes, the Asgardian God of Thunder is reunited with the mortal form of Dr. Don Blake. Together, they must reckon with the legacy of the mythic
Norse kingdom and the awakening of its immortal heroes - but in a world that may not want them back! Collects Thor (2007) #1-6.

Thor Epic Collection-Randall Frenz 2017-08-02 Collects Thor (1966) #401-418, Annual #14. To spare a life, Thor makes the ultimate sacrifice! With the fate of his
friend Eric Masterson in the balance, Thor steps in - and finds himself bonded to mortal form once again! But which deadly foe will bring about such dire straits - could
it be Quicksand? The maniacal Mongoose? A new Executioner? Or, as an untethered Asgard drifts into the Negative Zone, Annihilus? As a new Thor era begins, another
legendary hero returns - zounds, it's Hercules! But it will take the might of two godly friends, plus She-Hulk, to face not one but two Dooms! In another heavyweight
bout, Thor takes on the Juggernaut - with the New Warriors lending a hand! Plus, the High Evolutionary! Doctor Strange! The Thing! Tales of Asgard! Beta Ray Bill!
And Ulik joins the Wrecking Crew!

Thor Vol. 1-Jason Aaron 2015-05-13 Mjolnir lies on the moon, unable to be lifted! Something dark has befallen the God of Thunder, leaving him unworthy for the first
time ever! But when Frost Giants invade Earth, the hammer will be lifted - and a mysterious woman will be transformed into an all-new version of the mighty Thor! Who
is this new Goddess of Thunder? Not even Odin knows...but she may be Earth's only hope against the Frost Giants! Get ready for a Thor like you've never seen before,
as this all-new heroine takes Midgard by storm! Plus: the Odinson clearly doesn't like that someone else is holding his hammer...it's Thor vs. Thor! And Odin, desperate
to see Mjolnir returned, will call on some very dangerous, very unexpected allies. It's a bold new chapter in the storied history of Thor! Collecting Thor (2014) #1-5.

The Unworthy Thor-Jason Aaron 2017-05-24 Collecting The Unworthy Thor #1-5. Unfit to lift his hammer, with another now wielding the power of Thor, the Odinson's
desperate quest to regain his worthiness takes him out into the cosmos - where he's learned of the existence of a mysterious other Mjolnir! This weapon of ultimate
power, a relic from a dead universe, is the key to the Odinson's redemption - but some of the greatest villains of the Marvel Universe are anxious to get their hands on it
as well. And when the Realm of Old Asgard vanishes, the Odinson's hopes might go with it - unless good tidings from Beta Ray Bill offer fresh hope! Can the Odinson
reclaim his honor, or will the power of thunder be wielded for evil? Let the battle for the hammer commence!

Thor-J. Michael Straczynski 2008 "Contains material originally published in magazine form as Thor #1-6."

Mighty Thor Vol. 5-Jason Aaron 2018-06-13 Collects Mighty Thor 700-706 and Mighty Thor: At The Gates Of Valhalla. Marvel Legacy hits Asgard with a bang  the
death of the Mighty Thor! The final judgment comes as the Mangog arrives. The War Thor meets the beast head-on, but even the bloodthirst of this Ultimate hammerwielder may pale in comparison to the Mangogs might! The battle rages as Jane Fosters cancer takes a turn for the worse, and she might not have to wait for the
final judgment at all. The clock is ticking, the War of the Realms is spreading and Mjolnir cannot save her this time. Can even the legendary Hercules help avert
disaster? Its the beginning of the end as the tragic and heroic story of Jane Foster finally reaches its heartrending zenith!

Mighty Marvel Masterworks: the Mighty Thor Vol. 1-Stan Lee 2021-10-12 The stories that built the Marvel Universe, from the brilliant minds of legendary creators
-- now available in an accessible new format the whole family can enjoy! While vacationing in Norway, Dr. Donald Blake happened upon a hidden cave...and inside, he
found a strange, gnarled cane. Upon hitting the cane on a rock, a sudden bolt of lightning struck -- and the hobbled doctor found himself transformed into the mighty
Thor, God of Thunder and champion of Asgard! Now, journey across the Rainbow Bridge to eternal Asgard and meet Odin, Heimdall, Balder, and Thor's evil halfbrother Loki for the very first time! Thrill to the formative adventures that put Thor on the heroic map of Midgard! And learn the mythological origins of the Norse
pantheon in the fan-favorite "Tales of Asgard" backup features! COLLECTING: Material from Journey into Mystery (1952) 83-100

Thor Masterworks Vol.1-Stan Lee 2010-08-11 The sound of thunder echoed far and wide when Thor entered the Marvel Universe, facing an array of enemies - from
the past and the future, from under the earth and beyond the stars, from distant dictatorships and organized crime! But wherever Thor walks or flies, Loki is never far
behind, scheming against Earth and Asgard alike! Featuring the first appearances of such mainstay Marvel miscreants as Mister Hyde and the Radioactive Man!
Collects Journey Into Mystery (1952) #83-90.

Essential Thor-Stan Lee 2004-05-10 Bumper reprint collection of Thor's earliest appearances. Re-live meek Dr. Donald Blake's transformation into the legendary god
of thunder in this collection of the mighty Thor's earliest classic adventures. With his mystical hammer Mjolnir at his side, Thor sets out to bring justice to earth.

Thor The Mighty Avenger -- 2011-03-23 He's banished, he's mad, and he wants to fight. ROGER LANGRIDGE (Muppet Show, Eisner and Harvey Award nominee) and
CHRIS SAMNEE (SIEGE: EMBEDDED, The Mighty) re-imagine the God of Thunder in THOR THE MIGHTY AVENGER! THRILL as he battles robots the size of cities!
GASP as he tames the mightiest sea creatures! SWOON as he rescues damsels from the vilest villains! COLLECTING: Thor the Mighty Avenger #5-8, Journey Into
Mystery #85-86

Marvel Masterworks-Len Wein 2018-11-14 Collects Thor (1966) #267-278 and Marvel Preview #10. Not just one but two teams with godlike creative talents grace
the latest Marvel Masterworks! First, Len Wein and Walter Simonson pit Thor against nuclear-powered mercenaries, bang on the Stilt-Man like a tin can, rock the
world in a battle with Blastaar and conquer the massive artificial intelligence F.A.U.S.T.! Then, Roy Thomas and John Buscema take up the hammer in some of the most
beautifully illustrated Asgardian epics of all time! Tapping deep into Thors mythic roots, they craft amazing adventures featuring the villainy of Loki, the death of
Balder, the Midgard Serpent and a new Norse Thor  all as foretold in the legend of Ragnarok! Plus: Rare and never-before-reprinted Thor and Hercules stories from
MARVEL PREVIEW!

Wolverine: Weapon X, Vol. 1: Adamantium Men-Jason Aaron 2010-04-28 In the jungles of Colombia, people are turning up dead, whole villages brutally slaughtered
by a team of soldiers who move through the shadows like ghosts. On the streets of San Francisco, Logan learns that the files from the old Weapon X program, the
blueprints for building Adamantium-laced super soldiers like himself, have fallen into the hands of the evil corporation, Roxxon. Once again, it seems, someone is
looking to build the perfect killing machine. That means it's time for Wolverine to step in, and remind them that someone already did. Wolverine: Weapon X (2009)
#1-5.

Thor by Walt Simonson Omnibus- 2017-10-17 Considered by many to be the greatest run on Thor ever, Walt Simonson's classic tales of the God of Thunder are
collected here - completely remastered from the original artwork and newly colored by Steve Oliff ! And there are too many timeless tales to count: The Casket of
Ancient Winters! The death of Odin! The origins of Asgard! The sacrifice of the Executioner! Thor as a frog! The Mutant Massacre! The curse of Hela! The debut of
Thor's body armor! Guest-starring Beta Ray Bill, Nick Fury and the Avengers! Featuring the threats of Fafnir the dragon, Loki, Lorelei, Malekith the Dark Elf, Surtur,
Hela, the Titanium Man, Kurse, Zaniac, the Marauders, the Absorbing Man, Fin Fang Foom, the Destroyer and the Midgard Serpent! COLLECTING: THOR 337-355,
357-369, 371-382; BALDER THE BRAVE 1-4

The Mighty Thor Vol. 3: Asgard/shi'ar War-JASON. AARON 2017-07-18 As the War of the Realms rages on, the only way to defeat Malekith is with a united front and it's up to Thor to bring the many races together! Now heroes from across the ten worlds including Lady Sif and Angela - unite under Thor's command to form a new
League of Realms, with the sole mission of bringing this conflict to an end! And their first mission is to infiltrate Dark-Elf-occupied territory! But when the war spreads
to every branch of the World Tree, the League's road to peace is fraught with challenges they hadn't anticipated. Collecting The Mighty Thor Vol. 7 #13-19 (subject to
change)
the-mighty-thor-vol-1-thunder-in-her-veins-the-mighty-thor-2015

Thor By Walter Simonson Vol. 1 (New Edition)-Walt Simonson 2017-10-11 Few people have ever left their mark on one character quite the way Walter Simonson
has. His work on The Mighty Thor swept the Norse God of Thunder to heights never before seen and rarely achieved in his wake. Spanning epic tales of heroism and
treachery, love and war, Simonson's work is often considered the definitive Thor. From the majesty and mystery of fabled Asgard to the gritty streets of New York City,
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Thor was never the same. That is the mark of a true visionary. This first volume begins the collection of Simonson's epic run - completely remastered from the original
artwork and newly colored by Steve Oliff! COLLECTING: THOR (1966) #337-345.

brother away from Midgard for good! Plus, Thor is reunited with his sister Angela when Heven attacks! And Roz Solomon, Odin and Freyja gird themselves for war as
Jason Aaron's legendary run continues!

Thor Visionaries- Collecting Thor #337-348. Walter Simonson's work on the Mighty Thor swept the Norse God of Thunder to heights never before seen and rarely
achieved in his wake. From the majesty and mystery of fabled Asgard to the gritty streets of New York City, Thor was never the same.

Thor-Jason Aaron 2013-06-11 Part of the Marvel NOW! initiative! Throughout the ages, gods have been vanishing, their mortal worshippers left in chaos. NOW!, Thor
follows a trail of blood that threatens to consume his past, present and future. The only hope for these ravaged worlds is for Thor to unravel the gruesome mystery of
the God Butcher! In the distant past, Thor follows the bloody wake of murdered gods across the depths of space. In the present, the Thunder God discovers a forgotten
cave that echoes with teh cries of tortured gods...and is shocked to find himself among them! And thousands of years from now, the last god-king of a ruined Asgard
makes his final stand against the God Butcher's beserker legions. As three Thors from three eras race to stop the God Butcher, the full extent of his vicious scheme
takes terrifying shape! THOR: GOD OF THUNDER VOL. 1 - THE GOD BUTCHER includes a code for a free digital copy on the Marvel Comics app (for iPhone?, iPad?,
iPad Touch? & Android devices) and Marvel Digital Comics Shop. Additionally, this collection also features special augmented reality content available exclusive
through the Marvel AR app - including cover recaps, behind the scenes features and more that add value to your reading experience at no additional cost.
COLLECTING: Thor: God of Thunder 1-5, plus never-before-seen extras!

Marvel Masterworks- 2014-10-14 A masterpiece of immortal action, cosmic scope, and boundless drama, Stan Lee and Jack Kirby's Thor marks a cornerstone of the
Marvel Universe - and in this collection they kick their efforts up a cosmic notch! It begins when Thor is captured by Rigellian colonizers and pitted against Ego, the
Living Planet! The action continues non stop from there as Thor faces the High Evolutionary and his man-beasts, battles Ulik the Troll in the underearth menace's first
appearance, and confronts the unstoppable Destroyer! There's a soft spot to these tales too, as Thor struggles to reconcile his love for the mortal Jane Foster.
COLLECTING: Thor (1966) 131-140, Annual (1966) 2

Thor-Kieron Gillen 2010 Dr. Doom has committed barbaric atrocities against the Asgardians living in his realm of Latveria. Now Balder has marshaled his forces, and
called upon the counsel of his general, Tyr, the God of War. Even the outcast Thor has rallied to the defense of his people. But what secret weapon has Doom wrought
with secrets plundered from Asgard?! And whose side is the duplicitous Loki truly on? Also, finally restored to her own body, Sif sets out with Beta Ray Bill to fight her
way back to true warrior's glory! Plus, a story by Stan Lee in celebration of Thor #600! Collects Thor #604-606, Sif #1, and material from Thor #600.

The Mighty Thor by Matt Fraction - Volume 3- 2012-10-10 His father in exile! His mother on the throne! Thor's world is upside down - and what the heck is Donald
Blake doing here, too?! As Thor readjusts to life on Earth, all Broxton - and all Asgardia - begins having the same nightmare. What really happens in your room at night
after you fall asleep? How can Thor fight a foe that's not there? As the Enchantress completes her latest masterpiece of madness and mayhem, her Keep is unleashed
on a slumbering Asgardia - and Blake is transformed into the revenge-crazed Deconsecrator! How far will he go to regain what he's lost? And how can the Nine Realms
escape a nightmare with no end? Collecting THE MIGHTY THOR #12.1 and #13-17.

Captain America- 2011-06-08 Get the complete history of the Sentinel of Liberty from the earliest appearances all the way up to the present day. This book comes
packed with synopses- introducing you to the characters, teams, places and equipment that appeared within and providing vital information about all things Cap!

Thor Epic Collection-Stan Lee 2014-10-08 Collects Journey Into Mystery (1952) #83-109 (Thor Epic Collection Vol. 1).

Thor Vol. 2-Jason Aaron 2019-06-19 Collects Thor (2018) #7-11. The stage is set for the War of the Realms! Thor has battled through Hel, but now finds himself a
prisoner of the fearsome warriors of Heven! Can even the intervention of Valkyrie and Thors deadly sister, Angela, help the Thunder God escape the inescapable
prison of angels? Meanwhile, with S.H.I.E.L.D. gone, Roz Solomon has been left adrift  but shes about to take on a surprising new role and make a million new
enemies. For war is coming  and the invasion of Earth may have already begun! As Malekith targets all there is, will Odin be left as the All-Father of Nothing? Plus:
Centuries ago, Odin was determined to keep a young Thor away from Midgard for good  and Loki knew just the way to do it!

Thor By Jason Aaron-Jason Aaron 2019-05-08 Collects Thor: God of Thunder #1-18. A trail of blood consumes Thors past, present and future! Throughout the ages,
gods are vanishing  and Thor must unravel the gruesome mystery of Gorr the God Butcher! In the distant past, Thor discovers a cave that echoes with the cries of
tortured gods. In the present, Thor follows the bloody wake of murdered gods across the depths of space. And millennia from now, the last god-king of Asgard makes
his final stand. All three time-bending Thors must unite  but will it all be for naught if the massive Godbomb is triggered? Elsewhere, Malekith the Accursed makes his
return! As the former lord of the Dark Elves begins a bloody rampage, Thor must find a new league of allies to aid him! And back on Midgard, whats going on with Dr.
Jane Foster?

Thor-Roy Thomas 2016-03-02 Collects Thor (1966) #292-301. The war between gods and Eternals may be over, but Thor's still left to face the Fourth Celestial Host along with the fearsome Fafnir, the devastating Destroyer and, as ever, the larcenous Loki! Plus: a gathering of gods! The mystery of Mother Nature! The legends of
Asgard across the millennia as told by the ultimate Eye-witness! Guest-starring the Valkyrie and the Young Gods!

Mighty Thor-Jason Aaron 2016-05-17 When Dr Jane Foster lifts the mystic hammer Mjolnir, she is transformed into the Goddess of Thunder, The Mighty Thor! Her
enemies are many, as Asgard descends further into chaos and war threatens to spread throughout the Ten Realms. Yet her greatest battle will be against a far more
personal foe: the cancer that is killing her mortal form. Collecting The Mighty Thor Vol. 7 #1-5 (subject to change).

Thor Masterworks Vol. 16-Len Wein 2017-10-11 Mythic in scope, legendary by renown, the adventures of the mighty Thor are amongst the greatest that comics have
ever seen. When writer Len Wein is joined by all-time greatÿThorÿartist Walter Simonson (not to mention John Buscema, an icon in his own right), there's no question
that what's in store are Marvel Masterworks! Odin has disappeared. Asgard needs its All-Father, so Thor, Balder, Lady Sif and the Warriors Three venture across the
vastness of space to find him. Their adventures will bring them into conflict with the Grey Gargoyle, the Enchantress and the Executioner, the Destroyer -- and, of
course, Loki! Also featuring a team-up with the Guardians of the Galaxy against the deadly Korvac! COLLECTING: THOR (1966) #255-266, ANNUAL (1966) #6.

Original Sin by Aaron & Deodato-Jason Aaron 2015-04-29 Who shot the Watcher? Uatu, the mysterious space-god who's been watching mankind from the moon for
as long as we can remember is dead. Thus begins the greatest murder mystery in Marvel history! As Nick Fury leads the heroes of the Marvel Universe in an
investigation, other forces are marshaling and other questions are arising. Why is Black Panther gathering a secret team of his own, including Emma Frost, the
Punisher and Dr. Strange? Who is the Unseen? What was stolen from the Watcher's lair? Fury's cosmic manhunt leads to the far corners of the universe and beyond,
but just when the Avengers think they've cornered their murderer everything explodes, unleashing the Marvel Universe's greatest secrets and rocking the heroes to
their core! What did the Watcher see? What was the Original Sin? Collects: Point One #1 (Watcher story), Original Sin #0-8, Original Sins #1-5, Original Sin Annual
#1, Original Sin: Secret Avengers Infinite Comic #1-2.

Marvel Comics, Vol. 1-

Mighty Thor by Matt Fraction Vol. 1-Matt Fraction 2011-12-07 It's a shining, golden, new age for the Thunder God - and Matt Fraction and Olivier Coipel are back
to lead the charge! Thor and Sif dive deep into the heart of the fractured World Tree to reclaim an artifact from beyond time and space, an artifact that attracts the
attention of the Silver Surfer. And when a herald such as he arrives on Earth, the arrival of his master is certain to follow. Prepare for the return of the World Eater.
Prepare for the return of Galactus! Collecting MIGHTY THOR #1-6.

Mighty Thor Vol. 4-Jason Aaron 2018-01-17 Collects Mighty Thor (2015) #20-23, Generations: The Unworthy Thor & The Mighty Thor #1. Who is the War Thor? The
Ultimate Universes Thor died defending the Multiverse, but his hammer remains. Who wields it now? Ponder that question along with Jane Foster, the Mighty Thor, as
she faces the Ultimate team-up! War is coming to the Ten Realms  and when the Queen of Cinders sets them ablaze, even the combined might of not one, not two, but
three Thors may not be enough to put out the flames! Meanwhile, Malekiths army grows, and the looming conflict reaches Asgards doorstep! But even the fire of
Muspelheim pales beside the fury of the War Thor  and with his thunder comes vengeance! Plus: Generations collide as Jane and a young Odinson face an Apocalyptic
encounter in ancient Egypt  one that may transform the future of both Thors!

Mighty Thor Vol. 1-Jason Aaron 2016-05-18 When Dr. Jane Foster lifts the mystic hammer Mjolnir, she is transformed into the Goddess of Thunder, the Mighty Thor!
Her enemies are many, as Asgard descends further into chaos and unrest threatens to spread throughout the Ten Realms. Yet her greatest battle is against a far more
personal foe: the cancer that is killing her mortal form. When Loki steps back into Thor's life, will it ease her troubles or only add to her pain? It's time to find out
whether the next chapter in the twisting tale of the Trickster will be one of good or evil! There's no such question about Malekith, though, as he and his Dark Council
continue to fan the flames of a looming War of Realms! Jason Aaron continues his startling saga of the mighty Thor! COLLECTING: MIGHTY THOR 1-5.

Thor- 2011-01-26 To save the very universe, Thor and the Warriors Three travel through time to stop the deadly Time Twisters! Then, it's off to Costa Verde to face the
new threat of Firelord-but when Thor gets mindcontrolled, only Jane Foster can save the day! And when Mangog storms the gates of Asgard, Thor must rescue his
father, Odin from Hela herself! Witness the God of Thunder in some of his earliest battles! Featuring the threats of Ulik, Zarrko the TomorrowMan and more! Thor
movie premieres May 2011! COLLECTING: Thor (1962) #242-253

Thor By Jason Aaron Vol. 4-Jason Aaron 2020-08-05 Collects Thor (2018) #1-11. Thor Odinson has regained his mantle - but Mjolnir is no more! And with a War of
the Realms looming on the horizon, he'll need some new hammers - lots of them! But will any amount of weapons be enough against the unstoppable Juggernaut? In the
present, Thor joins the Valkyries in the fight to save Hel from the Queen of Cinders! In the far future, King Thor encounters an old friend who's undergone some
startling changes! And in the distant past, the young Odinson still can't figure out how to prove himself worthy of Mjolnir - but Loki thinks he knows how to keep his
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